
PULL COLLAR/
PINCH COLLAR

BY B.C. BB BVBA

The Bart Bellon Shop 
www.bartbellonshop.com 

announces the new product in the 
Chameleon® line of products
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The Chameleon® Pull Collar/Pinch Collar (CPPC®) 
with Herm Sprenger chain and snaps

CHAMELEON® &  
HERM SPRENGER

This multifunctional collar is specially designed by Michael and Bart Bellon to fit in the 
Chameleon® philosophy: adapt to the environment (politically, legally, and visually…) Where it is 
allowed and when needed, you can transform your collar into a half choke or a pinch collar (by 
attaching the leash to the single ring or double ring, respectively).  When used as a pinch collar, the 
CPPC® can be customised to how many and what type of contact points are used. Also, this 
device can be used as a dummy collar* for people who are getting their dogs ready to train with the 
Chameleon® II electronic collar (the slick best of the best electronic collar available). This collar can 
adapt to the political environment you are in. If you are in a country, for example, where pinch collars 
are illegal, you can take all the contact points out and use the collar as only a pull collar. 

You can use your CPPC® as your day to day collar to snap a leash on when needed. The special 
design with islands reduces matting down the hair/fur of the dog.
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This multifunctional collar is specially designed by Michael and Bart Bellon to fit in the Chameleon® philosophy: adapt to the environment (politically, legally, 
and visually.) This collar can be the everyday collar that the dog wears. Snap a leash on when needed. Use it as a half choke or a pull collar (by affixing the 
lead to one ring or two, respectively.) Where it is allowed and when needed, you can transform your collar into a half choke or dead ring pinch collar (by 
attaching the leash to the single ring or double ring, respectively).  When used as a pinch collar, the CPPC® can be customised to how many, where, and what 
type of contact points are used. Also, this device can be used as a dummy collar* for people who are getting their dogs ready to train with the Chameleon® II 
electronic collar (top quality electronic collar on the market). This Chameleon® Pull Collar/Pinch Collar (CPPC®) can adapt to the political environment you are 
in. If you are in a country, for example, where pinch collars are illegal, you can take all the contact points out and use the collar as only a pull collar.


You can use your CPPC® as your day to day collar to snap a leash on when needed. The special design with islands reduces matting down the hair/fur of the 
dog.

THE CPPC® (A.K.A.* THE 5 IN 1):

65% 75%
*A dummy collar is used as 
a fake electronic collar to 
prepare/desensitize the 
dog to the real electronic 
collar (in this case, the 
Chameleon® II collar)


This collar is not chew proof 
and will not be replaced in 
warranty if it is damaged from 
being chewed.


Due to the special design of 
this collar that has space 
between the islands, this 
collar will not make pressure 
marks on your dog’s fur like 
flat collars normally do.


Do not expose the collar to 
temperatures higher than 
45°C. The collar will have a 
warranty of two years for 
normal use.

*Also Known As
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SMALL AND MIGHTY: THE SIZE SMALL CPPC®

The Chameleon® Pinch Collar/Pull Collar in the Small size is only 102 g yet has been 
tested to withstand at least 130 kg linear tension. Testing at the factory shows that the 

collar can withstand at least 300kg of pressure when around the neck of a dog.  
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The sizes



POSSIBILITIES FOR YOUR CPPC®

Pull collar Half choke

Half-choke set  
up for pinch collar

Pinch collar with dead 
ring
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Pull collar: 

Your collar is a pull collar when you attach your leash hook into the 
both rings. This is with no contact points on the inside, only flat 
plastic screws. 

Half choke collar: 
Your collar is a half choke collar when you attach your leash hook to 
one of the two rings. This is with no contact points on the inside, 
only flat plastic screws.

Pinch collar: 

The plastic contact points delivered with your collar must be 
tightened by hand as a replacement for one or more of the 
plastic screws. The more contact points that replace the flat 
screws, the less the dog will feel the pressure sensation. There 
are two ways to attach your leash to your pinch collar: 

1. the leash hook attached to both rings provide more pressure 
sensation on the center of the the collar 

2. the leash hook attached to a single ring will provide more 
pressure sensation on either extremity of the collar



With the Chameleon® Pull Collar/Pinch Collar, you have functionality and 
discretion. Is it a pinch collar? Is it a pull collar? Is it a half choke? Is it an 

electronic collar?  

It is a CHAMELEON®.
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The Chameleon® Product Line: 

Chameleon® II 

Chameleon® Tactical Transmitter 

Chameleon® Feather Contacts 

Chameleon® Pull Collar/Pinch Collar 

Chameleon® Extender  

http://www.bartbellon.com/specifications-of-the-chameleon/
http://www.bartbellon.com/wp-content/uploads/CTT%C2%AE-Manual_Feb-2018.pdf
https://www.bartbellonshop.com/gappay/martin-system/chameleon-system-ferntrainer/federkontakte-chameleon-ii/a-1234568016/
http://www.bartbellon.com/nomenclature-of-chameleon-products/

